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Student pre-work: Dream Lunch Plan 



Aim/Objective

Students will be able to:

★ Become responsible consumers with economic, environmental and social sustainability
responsibility.

★ Use problem solving skills to solve every day problems. 

★ Work collaboratively in a group to plan and prepare a sustainable meal within a budget



Project Plan

★ Learn about what sustainable food is. 
★ Group work: Plan a dream lunch
★ Field trip to the grocery store to plan a sustainable lunch.
★ Reflection/Groupwork: Create shopping lists.
★ Cook, eat and present your sustainable dream lunch! 



Subject Content from the Swedish Curriculum 
Home economics

★ Comparisons between some ordinary goods, based on price comparisons.

★ different forms of environmental labelling of products and their 
importance

★ Choice and use of goods and services in the home, and how they impact the 
environment and health.

Math

★ Main methods of calculating using natural numbers and simple numbers in 
decimal form when calculating approximations, mental arithmetic, and 
calculations using written methods and digital tools. Strategies for 
mathematical problem-solving in everyday situations

Swedish

★ Oral presentations and storytelling for different audiences, on topics drawn 
from daily life and school. Key words, images, digital media and tools, as 
well as other aids for planning and performing an oral presentation

Science (Biology)

★ People’s dependence on and the impact on nature and what this means for 
sustainable development. Ecosystem services, such as decomposition, 
pollination, and purification of water and air.

Social Studies (Geography)

★ How choices and priorities in everyday life can impact the environment and 
contribute to sustainable development.



Knowledge Requirements in the Swedish Curriculum
Home Economics

★ Pupils can apply simple reasoning to the relationship between consumption 
and personal finances, and also to some frequently recurring goods and 
compare these in relation to their price and impact on the environment 
and health. 

Math

★ Pupils can solve simple problems in familiar situations in a basically 
functional way by choosing and applying strategies and methods with some 
adaptation to the type of problem

Swedish

★ pupilscan prepare and give simple oral accounts with a basically functional 
introduction, content and ending, and with some adaptation to purpose 
and recipient.

Science (biologY)

★ Pupils can talk about and discuss simple questions concerning health, 
natural resource use and ecological sustainability by putting questions, by 
putting forward and responding to views in a way which to some extent 
takes the dialogue and discussions forward. 

Social Studies (Geography)

★ Pupils can reason about questions concerning sustainable development and 
then give simple and to some extent informed proposals on ethical-
environmental choices and prioritisations in everyday life. 



What is sustainable food?

Mentimeter



What does sustainability mean?

Environmental
Sustainability

Economic
Sustainability

Social 
Sustainability



Environmental sustainability:
locally produced



Environmental sustainability: packaging



Environmetnal sustainability: pesticides



Social sustainability: Fairtrade



Group Work- Pick a Dream Lunch to make

❖ Everyone in the group has to agree
❖ Think about allergies/ dietary concerns- Can you

compromise/modify?
❖ Think about meals you can actually make (ie. Not sushi)
❖ Look up recipes online
❖ Make a list of the ingredients you will need



Your task: Plan your dream lunch
Plan the most environmentally and socially sustainable
dream lunch

Think about:

★ Carbon footprint- where does the food come from? 
How far must it travel here?

★ Packaging
★ Ecological/ organic choices
★ Fairtrade
★ Locally produced

Plan the cheapest dream lunch (economically sustainable-
individual level)

Think about:

★ Price!
★ Comparison price: price per kilo/item
★ Is the larger package cheaper? But do you need it 

all?
★ Is there anything on sale or with a campaign price?



Student Field Trip Shopping List



Reflection/Discussion
★ Are there any ingredients that were on both lists?
★ What was the price difference between the most sustainable vs. the cheapest meal?
★ What trade-offs do you have to make when you are planning a shopping list? Price?

○ Fairtrade?
○ Ecological?

○ Locally produced?
○ Special diet, allergies -vegetarian, glutenfree, laktosfree, etc?

○ Packaging ?
○ Taste? 



Student Final Shopping List



Your task
❖ Choose your final shopping list, considering all of your trade-offs

and your economic budget.
❖ Make a poster/presentation where you explain why you chose the 

ingredients you do considering the 3 aspects of
sustainability:



Clean up and Recycle!


